
Chapter-Based Questions

In "Bakura Girl," what are the key differences between the reasons R'ala and Tevix each kill one of the 
factory workers? How does this begin to develop each of them as foils to the other?

In "Bakura Girl," what role does the titular character play? How does her involvement permeate 
throughout R'ala's character arc?

In "Mad About Me," why doesn't Glyn bother to respond to Tak Artur's comments when she has strong 
feelings about his opinions? What are the key differences in the ways Tak attempts to "get to know" 
Glyn vs. the ways Kax Grandt does? Why does Glyn agree to work on Project Anthem?

What does the title of "The Spark" refer to, other than the physical event that breaks the ships apart? In 
what significant ways do R'ala and Tevix come to understand the other better?

In "Builders of the Future," what kind of future is each character (R'ala, Glyn, Kax) aiming to build? As
the story continues, how do these plans pan out and/or change?

In "Anthem," in what ways are the betrayal foreshadowed? Why doesn't R'ala see it coming, despite 
being a good judge of character?

In "Anthem," in what significant ways are the mission to execute the Coalition different than the 
characters expect it to be? Is it worth it in the end (consider how this would be answered by R'ala, 
Glyn, Antim, and Kax)? Why is the story called "Anthem"?

In what sense do the stories "Lodestar" and "The Dust Giant" parallel or relate to one another (consider 
characterization, writing style, and tone)?

In "A Place that Once was Yours," what does the title refer to? How do the events of the story allow 
R'ala and Glyn to decide on their respective paths forward?

In "The Apex," what layers are revealed beyond Antim Waslo's identity as a no-nonsense military 
chief? In what ways must both Antim and Kax confront their ideas about the concept of "home"?

In "ArcSong," how must each central character deal with changes in their own role in the story (for 
example, Antim's role as a straightforward warrior, Kax's role as the calm leader, Glyn's role as R'ala's 
non-combat sidekick, R'ala's role as a frontline operative)? In what ways do the characters struggle and/
or succeed at these role changes?

In "Floating Home," in what way does each section signify an ending, but also a "beginning" of sorts? 
How does the title Voices from H-Prime play into these endings?

Overall Book Questions

Voices from H-Prime deals with themes of family, legacy, and controlling one's own future. In what 
ways are these themes expressed? What is one other theme of the book?

What is the "pull" that R'ala feels? How does it affect her attitude, as well as her relationships with 
Glyn, Tevix, and others?


